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and his relatives and cronies have lost their
positions.
Why is the continuation of the IGC in
power under a new rubric a bad thing?
First, its members are not elected by the
Iraqi public. Second, they are not fully
representative of the major political forces
on the ground in Iraq. Paul Bremer, acting
on instructions from the Defense Department neocons, completely excluded former Baath party members from society,
ﬁring them from their jobs and prohibiting
them from playing any political role. He
dissolved the Iraqi army and sent 400,000
armed troops home without a job. The
Sunni Arabs, who had been the WASPs of
Iraq, grew alarmed that their power and
assets would be expropriated by American-installed Shiite ayatollahs and Kurdish warlords. Bremer thus helped deepen
and prolong the insurgency mounted by
Sunni guerrillas in the center-north of the
country. Only recently has Bremer begun

reversing the extreme policies that had
alienated so many Sunnis.
The Americans also excluded from the
IGC and the caretaker government the
Shiite Sadrist movement. This group was
founded in the ’90s by Ayatollah Muhammad Sadiq al-Sadr, and they militantly opposed Saddam. The Sadrists favor a strict
Shiite theocracy and clerical rule, resembling followers of Khomeini in Iran. They
are now split, but the two major leaders of
the movement are Muqtada al-Sadr and
Muhammad Yaqubi. Sadrists include millions of poor slum dwellers in East Baghdad and other Shiite cities of the south. In
early April, the Bush administration decided to try to arrest Muqtada al-Sadr on
some pretext, even though his forces had
not attacked U.S. troops. This move provoked a Sadrist uprising throughout the
Shiite south. Although the United States
was able gradually to roll back the Sadrist
Army of the Mahdi militiamen, it could
not destroy the movement (See “Portrait of
a Rebellion,” June 2.).
On June 8, Bremer announced that alSadr and his major lieutenants would be

excluded from running for oﬃce for three
years because of their association with an
illegal militia. Prime Minister Iyad Allawi
took a more conciliatory tone, calling alSadr to a “dialogue of civilizations,” a phrase
popularized by Iran’s reformist president,
Muhammad Khatami. Al-Sadr in return
announced that he would accept the legitimacy of the caretaker government if it set
a strict timetable for the withdrawal of U.S.
troops from Iraq and if it presided over free
and fair elections within seven months, as
promised. He also announced that the Sadrists would form a political party to contest
those elections, although Muqtada himself
would not run for oﬃce.
The exclusionary policies of the Americans are likely to fade away when there are
elections, unless they and Allawi continue
to attempt to shape the political scene by
trying to disqualify candidates on various
pretexts. Should they do so, they will likely
prolong the various insurgencies in the
country. The price of the kind of political
inclusion that might bring stability, however, may well be a complete American departure from Iraq. ■
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Katie Sierra, in
Charleston, West
Virginia, has a diﬀerent
idea of patriotism
than John Ashcroft.

BY A N N E T T E F U E N T E S

Whose Homeland Is This?
A week after the 9/ attacks, I spoke to my nearest neighbor
on our sparsely populated road in rural upstate New York.
John is a city transplant with a Queens accent and the coﬀeecolored complexion of his Lebanese parents. He’s a plumber
and a tough guy who has been tossed from several local
saloons for his ﬁsticuﬀs, but now fear was in his voice.
“Right after the attacks, this asshole at work came up
to me and said, ‘You people did it again!’” he recalled. “I
looked at him and was about to tell him to go fuck oﬀ
and then I thought, no, I better keep my mouth shut.”
Racist stereotyping, harassment and self-censorship
all played out in that brief encounter. John thinks of
himself as American, but one hate-ﬁlled man in one
moment could challenge his identity and sense of
security. I wondered at the time how many other such
scenarios were unfolding in communities around the
country in this tense, overheated climate.
Homeland, the newest work by journalist Dale
Maharidge, answers that question and raises many
more about the impact 9/ had on the psyche of a na24

tion already divided by race, class, religion and, most
fundamentally, by diﬀerent understandings of what it
means to be American.
In the years since, publishers have cranked out
hundreds of books about 9/. But where was the
reporting on the real and perceived changes in communities far from New York and the Pentagon?
In Homeland, Maharidge breaks new ground in the
genre of 9/ journalism by heading into heartland
America, his old stomping grounds from three earlier
books with photographer Michael Williamson.
For two years, Maharidge traveled the country, from
Chicago to West Virginia to Maine, practicing what he
calls “Star Trek journalism”—going where no journalists
have gone before. He reports the stories that the news
media ignored while Williamson documents the story
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with photos that are poignant
and frightening evidence of
America’s pulsing heart of
darkness.
On September , 2002, while
the herd produced predictable ﬂag-waving and maudlin
reportage, Maharidge went to
a Chicago suburb where ethnic
whites staged a violent rally
in an Arab neighborhood. “It
seemed every journalist and
writer and producer in America
was working on a 9/ anniversary story that day,” he writes.
“I was no diﬀerent. But where I
was going there was no national
press, no bands, no politicians
working a crowd, no emotional
tales of heroism or loss.”
The tales Maharidge relates
expose the synergy between economics and racism in Rust Belt
communities, whose residents
are the victims of post-industrial
collapse and what he describes
as a “30-year war against the
working class.” Maharidge aims
to “draw back the curtain” on
the anger of white working-class
people like Nancy and Jim, a
mother and son from Oak Lawn,
Illinois. Behind their ﬂag-waving and anti-Arab pronouncements are real ﬁnancial fears.
Jim, 35, had two heart attacks
and has $200,000 in medical
bills he can’t pay because he is
uninsured and hasn’t held a job
in two years. Nancy, 56, needs a
knee operation but her HMO
won’t cover it. They are riled up,
believing Arab immigrants get
“the best medical care” free.
September  didn’t transform
the United States from a nation
of tolerant, freedom-loving citizens into one seething with the
brand of racial intolerance Jim
and Nancy display. It uncorked
the genie. “People had hate, they
had anger,” Maharidge says in an
interview. “But it was directionless. After 9/, it had direction.
George Bush was channeling
the anger.” To what extent are
economics and what Maharidge
documents as a deepening depression in most of the country
responsible for the currents of

racism and xenophobia? That is
an important question.
As Homeland came out,
Harvard’s Samuel P. Huntington arrived in bookstores with
Who Are We? The Challenges to
America’s National Identity, the
intellectual equivalent of the
nativism expressed by Jim and

Homeland
By Dale Maharidge
with photographs
by Michael Williamson
Seven Stories Press
243 pages, $19.96
Nancy. Huntington posits that
Americans faced with a growing
immigrant population need to
protect Anglo-Protestantism as
a shared culture. He writes that
during economic downturns
“white nativist movements are a
possible and plausible response
to these trends.” But if Huntington sees nativism as “plausible”
and hence defensible because
of his own identiﬁcation with
its basic tenets, Maharidge
sees nativism and racism as
fundamentally anti-democratic,
the curdled byproducts of a
failed economic system and the
betrayal of working-class people
whatever their color or creed.
Maharidge ﬁnds historical
precedents in post-World War
I Weimar Germany for what he
found as he traveled post-9/
America “harvesting” stories of
reaction and rage. Germany’s
political and economic fall from
power and the accompanying
nationalism fed Hitler’s rise to
power. Maharidge sees in today’s
America the awful possibilities
of a similar angry nationalism.
“Many Americans long for a
nation that is powerful—at least
in economic terms. Americans
may not be lugging bushel
baskets of money to buy bread,
but they are trying to live on
Wal-Mart wages paying Silicon
Valley-level prices for mortgages
and rents in the hinterlands.
These Americans want back
the America they remember.”
Conservative talk radio, Maha-

ridge writes, is “a virtual beer
hall” where right-wing thugs
like Rush Limbaugh and Bill
O’Reilly whip up their listeners
with inﬂammatory racist and
anti-immigrant—not to mention
homophobic and sexist—blather.
But all is not darkness in
heartland America. Maharidge
also tells stories of courage and
conviction. Chief among them
is how 5-year-old Katie Sierra
faced down the thugs in Sissonville, West Virgina, “a community that relished being redneck”
and waved the Confederate ﬂag
as “a talismanic symbol that
guards the town and announces:
no minorities. No gays. No
pinkos. No ‘other’ of any kind.”
In fall 200, Sierra became an
outcast in her school and the
town of Sissonville for opposing
the bombing of Afghanistan and
trying to organize an anarchist
club whose manifesto opposed
hate or violence. Maharidge
followed Sierra as she went

to court to challenge school
authorities and, indeed, the very
deﬁnition of civil liberties and
democracy in one small town.
For Sissonville’s residents, being
patriotic Americans means
conformity and obeisance to authority. To Katie Sierra and her
civil liberties attorneys, patriotism includes and encourages
dissent and individual expressions of unpopular views.
Who will get to deﬁne patriotism and democracy in post9/ America? Will it be, as
Maharidge describes them, the
“thousand mini-Ashcrofts scattered around the country—0n
school boards, in newspaper
publishers’ oﬃces, among some
college administrators, on local
police departments”—or will it
be the Katie Sierras? Homeland
poses this fundamental question. It is one that all of us
who are committed to social
and economic justice must
ultimately answer. ■
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Doug Minkler’s silkscreen print “U.S. Foreign Policy Puts
Everyone at Risk,” was created, he says, “to illuminate to North
Americans what the rest of the world already knows.” More Doug
Minkler images can be downloaded freely at dminkler.com. You
can also see his work and that of other like-minded artists online
(yowhathappenedtothepeace.org and drawingresistance.org).
And see what’s planned for the streets of New York during the
Republican National Convention (norncposters.org).
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